
KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
DISTRICT OFFICE: KOZHIKODE

S/L No. 10/2016/DOD                                                                Kozhikode,                    
Category  No.758/12                                                   02.07.2016.

NOTIFICATION

  The  following  is  the  Short  List  containing  the  Register  Numbers  of  the
candidates who are found   provisionally   eligible to be included in the Ranked List,
subject to the verification of the original documents  and Practical Test for selection to
the post of  Driver Gr-II (LDV) (NCA-HINDU NADAR)   (Cat. No.758/12)  in various
Department in Kozhikode District on R 9190-15780 on the basis of the Objective Type
(OMR valuation) Test held on 03.09.14.

The  Register  Numbers  are  arranged  in  their  numerical  sequence  and  the
arrangement does not in any way, indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said
test. The alphabet ‘D’ shall be prefixed to all numbers to indicate Kozhikode District.

MAIN LIST

100360 103025 104336 104443 104741 104970 107000

107543 133706 135642

Differently abled candidates are not eligible for this post.

Notes:-

1. Inclusion  of  Register  Numbers  in  this  list  is  purely  provisional  subject  to  
scrutiny  and  admission  of  applications  on  absolute  basis.  Inclusion  of  Reg.  
Numbers in the Short List does not confer any right on the candidate to be called

          for Practical Test or for subsequent  inclusion in the Ranked List.

2.       The Short List is prepared by including the number of candidates who secured top
marks in the OMR Test and found qualified as per the documents uploaded by
them.
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3.    The candidates who have secured 4.67 (Four (point) Six Seven) marks and above
are included in the Main List of the Short List.

 4. The candidates who have attended and not invalidated are included in the Short
List.  

5. According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed, 
but answer scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed
instructions will be published be in the Ranked List to be published for the post.

6. Candidates  included  in  the  list  are  required  to  produce  Non-Creamy  Layer
Certificate  as  per  G.O.(P)No.  81/09//SC/ST/DD dated  26.09.2009/Community
Certificate along with the other documents at the time of OTR verification.

7. Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 03.09.2014 will be issued to  
those  candidates  who  apply  for  the  same  remitting  the  prescribed  fee  after  
approval of the Ranked List. 

8.    The date, time and venue of One Time verification and practical Test of candidates
included in the Short List will be intimated in due course.

                                                                      (By Order of the Commission)

          DISTRICT OFFICER
KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
         DISTRICT OFFICE, KOZHIKODE.

Approved for issue

Section Officer


